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ABSTRACT 
Experiments are described in which velocities were 
measured ahead of a semi-infinite Rankine body moving 
parallel to a uniform magnetic field in a conducting fluid. 
The flow disturbance in front of the body is found to in- 
crease in length as N', where N is the interaction param- 
eter. In most of the experiments this parameter was varied 
from 4 to about 50, Measurements made along the axis of 
symmetry in the flow show that there is a relatively short 
region of stagnant fluid directly ahead of the body, The 
major part of the disturbance is found to consist of a much 
longer region in which the flow undergoes transition from 
conditions in the freestream to conditions near the body. 
Velocity profiles across the flow in this region show that 
for increased N, at a fixed distance ahead of the body, the 
velocity defect increases and the disturbance becomes more 
confined radially. Although the radial gradients in the 
flow increase with N, they are found to be much smaller than 
would be expected in a flow containing thin current Payers. 
A physical model of the flow which has currents and pres- 
sures consistent with these results is discussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The results of experiments on the aligned-fields 
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) flow of mercury past a semi- 
infinite body are presented in this paper. The experiments 
were performed in the GAECPT mercury tow tank facility which 
is described briefly in the following (Sec, 2,l), and more 
fully in reference 1. Although aligned-fields MHD flow past 
bodies has been %he subject of considerable theoretical 
work, the solutions which have been found correspond to 
cases which cannot be realized in the laboratory- This can 
be seen by comparing the conditions assumed in the various 
theories with those appropriate to laboratory flows, as has 
been done by Yonas (Ref, 2). In general, the results of 
such a comparison show that theoretical studies sf MHIS flow 
over bodies treat the fluid as either highly viscous or 
highly conducting, whereas the liquid metals in which the 
experiments must be performed are fluids of relatively small 
kinematic viscosity and electrical conductivity, 
The equations of motion for the limits appropriate to 
the experimental flow are simple in appearance, but the 
analytic solution sf them remains a difficult non-linear 
problem. The dimensionless equations governing the steady 
laminar flow of a viscous, incompressible, conducting fluid 
are (~ef. 3): 
where : * 
and starred quantities represent dimensional quantities, 
The non-dimensional parameters which appear in the equations 
are : 
- Ud Re = Reynolds number - -- [inertia force/viscous force) 
V .n 
N = interaction foree/inertia 
force 1 
Rm = magnetic Reynolds number = woUd - body speed/ 
magnetic 
diffusion speed I' 
From these, two other commonly used parameters can be 
defined : 
si M = Hartman number = (NRe) = Bod (Pv) magnetic force/l % 
force J 
a = Alfven number ( z ) ~  = Bo speed/body 
TJ (Pv 1% speed 1 
In the experiments described here, and in other experiments 
to which reference will later be made, Laboratory conditions 
* '  The symbols used in this paper are defined in the List of 
Symbols on p. v, 
correspond to: 
Therefore, in terms of these parameters, the experimental 
limits are Rm 5 0 (11, Re >> 1, and N << Re, whereas the 
theoretical limits referred to above correspond to Rm >> 1 
and N >> Re ,(M >> Re ) . , 
Two assumptions can be made which simplify the equa- 
tions governing the experimental flow, The first, that the 
flow is inviscid, follows from the fact that Re >> 1, and 
the drag measurements of Suzuki (Ref, 4 ) ,  which indicate 
that the flow over this Rankine body under these conditions 
is laminar and unseparated. The second, that g* = - Bo& 
follows from Rm C< 1, using Ampere's law, V x p- = Rm i , 
* 
and Ohms s lawl i = q x g , which imply that A g  = 0 (Rm) when 
B , q =  O(l) **. The induced magnetic fields can, therefore, 
- 
be neglected, uncoupling the momentum and induction equations 
- and making the current density simply i = - q x & - vie. 
The equations of motionp in cylindrical coordinates (see 
Fig, I), become: 
* E = 0 in axisymmetric flows, 
** Although, as stated, this approximation would seem to be 
reasonable only for mercury flows, it should apply to 
flows in sodium as well (where Rm S O(l), because 
Childress (Ref. 5) has shown thatp for N >> la 
A g  = O(R~/N). 
where, for these experiments, N 2 O (1). For IN >> 1, the 
inertia terms in the radial momentum equation may be 
nylected. The radial pressure gradient is then maintained 
by the magnetic force. As a result of the ring currents 
= vf 8 the magnetic force both opposes the radial flow 
and is proportional to ito 
A model for this flow in which the currents ahead of 
the body exist in relatively thin layers concentrated about 
r = 
1 
= - was suggested by Childress (Ref, 6 1 , Yonas 
'body 2 
(Ref, 2) and Suzuki (~ef, 4 )  scale the vafiables in these 
equations (for N >> 1) to show that in such layers, for 
p, u = O(1) and O ( 1 )  s x S O(N), the equations can be 
satisfied for ; = r - = o(-)* and v = j = 0 (l/p). 2 
These layers would, therefore, extend upstream from the 
body, growing Bik e\F; separating stagnated flow ahead of 
the body from the freestream flow outside the layers, and 
merging at x = O(N). Such Payer solutions, when found, 
* N 
Defined in this way. r is a radial coordinatp for thin 
current layers which are centered about r = - 2 
would then have to be matched to solutions in adjacent flow 
regions, including an intermediate upstream region joining 
the layers at x = O ( N )  and the flow at upstream infinity. 
No such solutions have been found, however, since the same 
- 
N 
non-linear equations (with ~ = - v in scaled variables) a r  
apply in the various regions. This current Layer model is 
mentioned here because it makes qualitative predictions 
about the flow which can be tested by experiments. In 
Part IV, this model and the BernoulPi law derived by 
Tamada (Ref, 7) for these flows will be referred to in 
discussing the results of the experiments, 
In 1960, when the GAECET mercury tow tank facility 
was constructed, there were no known experimental investi- 
gations of these flows. Several experiments have since 
been performed. Maxworthy (Ref. 8) has measured the drag of 
freely-falling spheres in liquid sodium, and, more recently 
(~ef, 91, the pressure distribution around a sphere in a 
liquid sodium tunnel. Yonas (Ref. 2) has measured the drag 
of spheres and of a flat disk in the same liquid sodium 
tunnel. In the GALCIT facility, Ahlstrom (Ref. 10) has 
measured the magnetic field perturbations produced ahead 
of a semi-infinite Rankine body, and Suzuki (~ef, 4) has 
measured the drag on a semi-infinite Rankine body. The 
results of the above experiments which apply to the flow 
conditions of the measurements presented in this paper will 
be discussed in later sections. 
Previous experimental investigations of aligned-fields 
MHD flow past bodies have not provided direct measurements 
of the actual fluid motions in such flows. The experiments 
described here were undertaken to provide a description of 
the fluid motions by means of velocity measurements, These 
were made using electrically insulated hot-film sensors in 
the flow ahead of a semi-infinite Rankine body, 
11. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS 
2.1 The Mercury Tow Tank 
These experiments were performed in the GALCIT mercury 
tow tank facility, which is basically a mercury-filled, cy- 
lindrical stainless steel tank surrounded by a water-cooled 
copper solenoid capable of producing steady, axial magnetic 
fields of up to 12 kilogauss in strength, The tank is 
mounted with its axis vertical and is 55" long and 5.5" in 
internal diameter (see Fig. 2). The magnetic fields were 
calibrated using a Hall-effect probe and found to be uniform 
axially to 5% and uniform radially to 2% in the middle 25" 
of the solenoid, 
Models are driven through the mercury along the axis 
of the tank on the end of a l" outer diameter stainless 
steel shaft which passes through graphitar bearings at the 
tank bottom, A system of cables with a magnetic clutch and 
brake connect the lower end of this drive shaft to a vari- 
able speed transmission and an electric motor, The shaft 
accelerates to a constant velocity within 2" to 3" and can 
be driven at speeds of up to 3m/sec. The total length of 
travel was usually from 29" to 3 6 " -  The drive shaft veloc- 
ity is measured by a velocity servo which is simply a 
rotating potentiometer geared to the cable drive so as to 
produce a voltage output whichp when electronically differ- 
entiated, is directly proportional to shaft velocityP 
A detailed description of this facility may be found 
in reference 1. 
2.2 The Hot-Film Sensor 
The practical problems of velocity measurement in 
mercury are extremely difficult. To be successful a sensor 
must be electrically insulated, able to withstand prolonged 
exposure to a mercury environment, reasondbly rugged, and 
capable of giving satisfactory response to velocity changes 
in a low Prandtl number flluid, Preliminary work done with 
enamel and epoxy-coated wires similar to those used by 
Sa jben (Ref, PI), sensors sf thermistor material sf the 
kind used by Lumley (Ref, 121, and quartz-coated, hot-film 
sensors*, led to selection of the latter as having the most 
promise. At the time, hot-film sensors had apparently not 
been used for measurements in liquid metals, although 
Malcolm (Ref. 13) has recently reported their successful 
application to the measurement of turbulence intensities in 
mercury. 
The hot-film sensor is shown in figure 3 ,  A platinum 
film of approximately l o3  A thickness is deposited onto a 
,002" diameter quartz cylinder and insulated with a sput- 
4 tered quartz coating approximately 1.6 x 10 A thick, The 
cylinder has an overall length of .080", and a sensitive 
length of -040". The length-to-diameter ratio is therefore 
* Manufactured by Themo-Systems, Inc,, Minneapolis, Minne- 
sota, 
2 0  t o  1. I t  i s  supported by epoxy-coated needles which a re  
mounted on the end of a ,125" diameter s t a i n l e s s  s t e e l  
shaf t .  The opposite end of the  sha f t  has an O-ring sea l  
and gold-plated e l e c t r i c a l  contact pins so t h a t  the  probe 
may be attached t o  various holders with a mercury-tight f i t .  
The temperature coef f ic ien t  of res is tance of each sensor was 
found experimentally. a typ ica l  value being . 0 0 2 5 6 ~ ~ - ~ .  
The sensor was operated in  the  constant-temperature 
mode, Sensors of t h i s  type have infer ior  accuracy and fre-  
quency response when operated a t  constant-current due t o  the 
large thermal i n e r t i a  of the boundary Payer and the inact ive 
coating and substra te ,  
2 . 3  Experimental Procedure 
The model used for  these experiments was a l u c i t e  
Rankine halfbody mounted on the  end of the  tow tank drive 
sha f t  t o  simulate a semi-infinite bodyo This body shape, 
which i s  defined by a source i n  a uniform stream, was chosen 
because the magnetic f i e l d  induced by it had been measured 
previously by Ahlstrom ( ~ e f ,  10) , and the drag force on it 
had been measured previously by Suzuki (Ref, 4 ) ,  Their 
choice of the Rankine halfbody was motivated primarily by 
the simple ana ly t ica l  form of i t s  potent ia l  flow, 
Velocity along the f low center l ine ahead of the  body 
was measured by mounting the hot-film sensor i n  two ways. 
Measurements were made with the sensor a t  the  lower end of 
a -180" diameter s t a in les s  s t e e l  probe, which was suspended 
above the f r e e  surface of the  mercury a t  the  top of the  tow 
tank (see Fig. 4a) .  The holder t o  which the upper half  of 
the  probe's 24" length was attached, allowed the  probe t o  be 
moved v e r t i c a l l y  o r  hor izontal ly  for  positioning of the 
sensor i n  the mercury, and held it firmly i n  place when 
positioned, The range of horizontal  sensor movement was 
limited t o  r s 1-25". When mounted i n  t h i s  way, the sensor 
measured the flow veloci ty  induced by the approaching model, 
a t  a fixed point i n  the laboratory reference frame. 
Measurements were a lso made with the  sensor a t  the  end 
of another .18OW diameter s t a in les s  s t e e l  probe which was 
attached t o  the  end of the  tow tank dr ive sha f t  (see Fig. 
4b). In t h i s  arrangement the e l e c t r i c a l  connections were 
made by means of a cable brought up through the hollow dr ive 
shaf t ,  A Rankine body headfom was then f i t t e d  t o  the end 
of the s t ing  so t h a t ,  again, the s t ing  and model formed a 
semi-infinite body, t h i s  time with the sensor and probe 
mounted on the body. The distance between the  sensor and 
body stagnation point  was adjusted by means of cy l indr ica l  
sections of various lengths which were put between the end 
of the  drive sha f t  and the model headform, En t h i s  way 
veloci ty  measurements w e r e  made with the  sensor a t  a fixed 
posit ion ahead of the body during the  e n t i r e  course of a 
run. 
The sensor was operated at constant temperature using 
a Thermo-Systems Model 1000 A anemometer. The anemometer 
signal was fed through a voltage-to-frequency converter to 
a digital counter so that fluctuations as small as one part 
in ten-thousand could be monitored. During the course of a 
run, the outputs from the anemometer and the drive shaft 
velocity servo were displayed simultaneously on a dual-beam 
oscilloscope and their traces recorded photographically, 
The actual operating procedure used during the course 
of the experiments was determined primarily by the unique 
difficulties encountered when hot-films of this kind are 
used in liquid mercury. It is impossible to keep a free 
surface sf mercury perfectly cleano and when a sensor is 
passed through such a surface the quartz insulation* which 
is not wetted by the mercuryp picks up a coating of impuri- 
ties, The hot-film is then effectively surrounded by both 
a layer of quartz and another layer of unknown composition, 
AS long as this impurity coating remains unchanged, its 
effect on the performance of the sensor is not bothersome. 
This is the case during the course of a given immersiono 
except that even at zero velocity and constant temperature 
the anemometer signal may exhibit a slow drift. The possi- 
ble occurrence of this kind of drift, which Sajben (Ref. 11) 
attributes to the presence of minute amounts of impurities 
within the mercury, was one reason the anemometer signal 
was accurately monitored at all times. 
More important i s  the fac t  tha t  the properties of the 
impurity coating may change signif icant ly each time the 
sensor i s  passed through the mercury surface. A s  a resu l t ,  
a sensor operated under otherwise ident ical  conditions dur- 
ing d i f ferent  immersions, may perform as though the sensor- 
to-fluid temperature difference, or overheat, had been 
altered. Although t h i s  ef fec t  of the impurity coating can 
be eliminated by calibrating in terms of the difference be- 
tween heat t ransfer  a t  any velocity and tha t  a t  some refer-  
ence velocity (zero velocity was used, see Sec. 2.4), such a 
calibration w i l l  be i n  error  unless both measurements used 
t o  calculate the difference are made under conditions for 
which only the velocity has changed. In par t icularp  quan- 
t i t i e s  such as the properties of the sensor impurity coating 
and the f lu id  temperature, as well as the various direct ly-  
controllable quanti t ies  involvedp must be identical (see 
Sec, 3.2 and the Appendix). To insure tha t  t h i s  was the 
case, the mercury temperature and the anemometer signal for 
zero velocity were measured before and a f t e r  every run, In 
addition, a vacuum skimmer was used t o  clean the mercury 
surface before removing or  inserting the sensor, and the 
number of times the sensor was passed through the surface 
was kept a t  a minimum. Finally, whenever possible, the 
sensor was recalibrated a f t e r  each new immersion. 
2.3.1 Sensor Mounted on Tow Tank 
The only important difference between calibration runs 
and data runs was the presence of the magnetic field during 
the latter. When measurements were made with the sensor 
mounted at the top of the tank, the sensor was calibrated 
using the rising displacement flow produced in the mercury 
by the drive shaft as it entered from below. The velocity 
profile of this flow was measured and found to be quite flat 
at the level of the sensor (see Fig, 5). The velocity of 
the displacement flow was calculated using the measured 
drive shaft velocity and the cross-sectional areas of the 
tank and the drive shaft, In this way the sensor was cali- 
brated over a velocity range of from 0.3 cm/sec to $cm/sec. 
When data runs were made with the sensor mounted in this way 
and positioned within one body radius of the tow tank center- 
line, the drive shaft stops were set so that the stagnation 
point of the Rankine body was 0.5'@ from the sensor at the 
end of each run. For this reason, measurements of the poten- 
tial flow of the Rankine body at zero magnetic field were of 
little value, for while they reproduced the known velocity 
profile to within 0.5'"f the stagnation point, more than 
85% of the overall velocity change in the potential flow 
velocity field occurs in the final 0.5". At low speeds it 
was possible to allow the shaft to run directly into these 
solid stops, but at higher speeds a flip-stop was required 
to allow the shaft to decelerate before impacting the solid 
stops. When used, the  f l ip-s top was located 2" ahead of the  
so l id  stops so t h a t  useful  data  were obtained only t o  within 
2.5" of the  model. During runs for  which the sensor was 
positioned more than one body radius off  the  tank center l ine,  
the body was allowed t o  t r ave l  past  the  sensor. The distance 
between the model and the sensor was measured when the sensor 
was f i r s t  mounted i n  the  tank. I t  was known thereaf te r  by 
means of a ca l ibra ted  scale  along which the  lower end of the  
dr ive sha f t  traveled,  Readings on t h i s  scale  provided the 
i n i t i a l  conditions from which the r e l a t i v e  posit ions of the 
model and sensor during a run were calculated (see Sec.2.4). 
When the magnetic f i e l d  was turned on, the  temperature 
of the e n t i r e  system rose due t o  the heat  generated i n  the 
solenoid. This temperature change was monitored using 
thermocouples a t  various locations i n  the solenoid cooling 
system, and the  sensor i t s e l f  i n  the  mercury, It was found 
t h a t  waiting periods of well  over an hour were required t o  
assure t h a t  the  temperature of the  system had completely 
s tab i l ized .  After taking data over the  f u l l  range of drive- 
sha f t  ve loc i t i e s ,  the  magnetic f i e l d  was turned of f  and the 
system was allowed t o  re turn t o  room temperature. The sen- 
sor was then re-calibrated before it was removed from the 
mercury, This procedure was followed for  each value of 
the magnetic f i e l d ,  
When measurements were made with the s ingle  sensor 
o f f s e t  r ad ia l ly  f r o m  the  flow center l ine,  runs were made 
with it oriented both p a r a l l e l  and perpendicular t o  the tank 
radius as  a check on the possible e f fec t s  of whatever small 
r a d i a l  ve loc i ty  was present.  
Typical oscilloscope t races  for  measurements made i n  
t h i s  way are  shown i n  f igure  6 .  
2.3.2 Sensor Mounted on Drive Shaft 
When the  sensor was mounted on the dr ive shaf t ,  it was 
positioned from 4 "  t o  PO" ahead of the  body for a l l  c a l i -  
brat ion runs. The veloci ty  at the sensor was assumed t o  be 
tha t  of the  dr ive shaf t  minus tha t  of the displacement flow. 
This assumption i s  supported by zero f i e l d  measurements 
which show no change i n  displacement flow veloci ty  as the 
model approached t o  within 4" of the  tank-mounted sensor and 
by the f a c t  t h a t  the  potent ia l  flow disturbance i s  l e s s  than 
0.4% of the body speed a t  a distance of 4", The ca l ibra t ion  
veloci ty  range was from 2.5 cm/sec t o  more than 2 0  cm/sec. 
Data were taken a t  a fixed value of the magnetic f i e l d  
fo r  the  f u l l  range of ve loc i t i e s  a t  each of 5 sensor posi- 
t ions:  4", 3 " ,  2",  P" and 0.5" ahead of the body stagnation 
point. This involved removing the sensor each time i t s  
position was changed. Data were a l so  taken with the sensor 
a t  one fixed posit ion ahead of the body for  a range of 
ve loc i t i e s  a t  each of several  values of the  magnetic f i e l d .  
This produced measurements a t  one posit ion over the f u l l  
range of flow conditions without passing the sensor through 
the mercury surface, but was extremely inefficient due to 
the number of time-consuming magnetic field changes required. 
Only enough runs were made using this latter procedure to 
confirm that the difference between the data from the two 
procedures was not greater than the uncertainty in the cali- 
bration itself. This indicates that the frequent immersions 
did not tend to produce a more unstable impurity layer which 
could change significantly during the course of a run, 
Typical oscilPoscope traces for measurements made with 
the sensor mounted on the drive shaft are shown in figure 7, 
For these experiments the range of body velocities was 
from about 2 cm/sec to over 20 em/sec, The magnetic fields 
used were 4,500, 6,800, 9,000 and PP,300 gauss, The ranges 
of the basic dimensionless parameters were therefore as 
fo 1 lows : 
3 5 x 10 r Re r 9 x 104 , 7 x g ~m s 1 x , 
4 s N s 84, and for all runs a > P, 
2.4 Heat Transfer Relations and Data Reduction 
For the case of a very long, uniformly-heated cylinder 
in a steady, uniform flow perpendicular to its axis, the 
equation for the rate of heat transfer can be written: 
where h is the heat transfer coefficient, a function of the 
composition of the fluid and the nature of the flow, and A 
is the surface area. Tsurface is considered constant and is 
greater than TflUid. In terms of Nusselt number. defined as 
2rh the non-dimensional heat transf er coefficient for Nu = -
kf 
a cylinder in forced convectiono this becomes: 
3 = 
nkfNu (Tsur face - L Tf luid 1 
where L is the cylinder length and kf is the thermal con- 
ductivity of the fluid, For low Pr flows in which the 
effects of free convection and viscous dissipation can be 
neglected, Nu is a function of the Peelet number P& = Pr Re 
c p2rU 
- 
k the ratio of the flow speed and the thermal dif- 
fusion speed, Equation (2.2) is also valid for a heated 
cylinder which is surrounded by one or more Payers of in- 
sulation. as long as Tsurface is the temperature sf the 
outer surface of such a composite cylinder, For the sensor 
used in these experiments, Tsurface is unknown and depends 
upon the physical properties of the impurity coating, which 
may vary. It is Tfilm8 the temperature of the platinum film 
at r = 
'~i~m' which is known and held constant. Solving the 
heat conduction equation in cylindrical coordinates for 
steady state heat transfer with surfaces maintained at 
steady temperatures, and using Fourier's Paw, one obtains 
for the rate of heat transfer across surfaces within 
' ' router with Tinner ' Touter. Writing t h i s  fo r  rinner 
surfaces within the  quartz coating and within the impurity 
layer ,  and equating with equation ( 2 . 2 ) r  s ince the heat  
t ransfer  through a l l  such surfaces must be equal, one obtains 
a f t e r  re-arranging terms (see Chapman, Ref. 14 ) ,  
The subscripts c and f r e f e r  to the  quartz coating and the  
f l u i d ,  respectively. From t h i s  equation it can be seen t h a t  
even for a f ixed film-to-fluid temperature difference and 
constant f l u i d  propert ies ,  changes i n  the  measured quant i t ies  
on the  left-hand s ide  correspond t o  changes i n  the  veloci ty  
dependent termo P/Nu(P&), only i f  the two sight-hand terms, 
which depend on the propert ies of the  insulat ing layers,  a re  
constant. Sajben (Ref. 11) has shown tha t  these veloci ty  
independent terms can be eliminated by defining: 
A cal ibrat ion i n  terms of X ( P Q )  vs. P& does not depend 
on the  propert ies  of the  insulat ing layers a s  long as each 
x ( P & )  value is  calculated using a pair  of measurements a t  
PB = 0 and Pd # 0 for which the properties of the layers are 
identical, In addition, each pair of measurements must be 
made at the same film-to-fluid temperature difference and at 
the same fluid temperature, 
The calculations of X(Pd) from the data obtained in 
each run was straightforward. The voltage across the sensor 
was found using the measured anemometer output voltage and 
the known resistances of the circuit, probe, and leads with 
which the sensor was in series, x(P&) was then obtained 
using the ohmic dissipation calculated from the sensor volt- 
age and resistance. Because a computer was used to calcu- 
late x(P&), Pd, and all other flow parameters, it was pos- 
sible to evaluate them using the values sf the fluid prop- 
erties which corresponded to the measured temperature of 
each run. Calibration curves were used to find P& using 
the values of x(PB) determined from the quantities measured 
during the data runs. X(Pd) vs. Pd calibrations for two 
velocity ranges are shown in figures 8 and 9. 
The drive shaft velocity was known from the output sf 
the velocity servo, For calibration runs this was a measure 
of the flow velocity past the sensor, For all runs it was a 
measure of the freestream flow of mercury past the model, 
In each case it was necessary to correct the drive shaft 
velocity to account for the dispacement flaw in tank (see 
Sec, 2,3 and the Appendix), 
The velocity measured by the sensor, the velocity of 
the displacement flow, and the velocity of the drive shaft 
were used to calculate a normalized velocity, u, such that 
u = 8 in the undisturbed displacement flow and u = 1 at the 
body stagnation point. In a tow tank without a displacement 
flow, u would be the ratio of flow velocity to body velocity 
measured by an observer fixed in the laboratory coordinate 
system. It is the normalized form of the velocity pertur- 
bation produced by the moving body, For measurements made 
with the sensor mounted at the top of the tow tank, 
- "measured 
U - 
- "displ. flow 
"drive shaft - "displ. flow 
For measurements made with the sensor mounted on the 
drive shaft, 
U = 
"drive shaft - Pemeasured - "displ. flow (2-7) 
"drive shaft - "displ. flow 
When runs were made with the sensor mounted at the top 
of the tow tank, the relative position of the sensor and the 
body was determined by using the drive shaft velocity and 
the time scale of the oscilloscope trace to calculate dis- 
tance from the known starting conditions, Each of these 
runs produced data from which a full profile of flow velocity 
versus axial distance could be obtained. When the sensor was 
mounted on the dr ive s h a f t  the  distance between it and the 
body was fixed and measured d i rec t ly .  Each run made i n  t h i s  
way supplied da ta  leading t o  only one point  i n  such a pro- 
f i l e .  
111. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS 
3.1 Actual Results 
Results of typ ica l  measurements of ax ia l  veloci ty  on 
the flow center l ine  ahead of the  Rankine body which were 
made with the sensor mounted a t  the  top of the tow tank, a re  
shown i n  f igure  10. The normalized veloci ty ,  u, (Sec, 2 .4)  
i s  plot ted as  a function of distance i n  body diameters from 
the body stagnation point  for  various values of the  in te r -  
action parameter. The zero magnetic f i e l d  Rankine body 
ax ia l  veloci ty  p r o f i l e  i s  included for  comparison. The 
measurements made with the sensor mounted on the  dr ive  sha f t  
d id  not provide complete p ro f i l e s  of t h i s  kind because each 
run produced a data point  a t  a  s l i g h t l y  d i f f e ren t  value of 
the  in te rac t ion  parameter, and the range of distances from 
the body was not as grea t .  
The ax ia l  length of the  upstream influence of the  body 
for  each value of the interact ion parameter was character- 
ized by the a r b i t r a r i l y  chosen distance between the  point  i n  
the veloci ty  p ro f i l e  a t  which u = .05 and the body stagna- 
t ion  point. Figure 1l shows t h i s  length plot ted as a func- 
t ion  of the interact ion parameter. The correla t ion with N 
alone was not unexpected,for it is  indicated by the equations 
of Part I and was found i n  the drag measurements of both 
Suzuki (Ref. 4)  and Yonas (fief. 2 ) .  Lines of slope N and N % 
a re  plot ted i n  f igure  11, from which it can be seen t h a t  the 
disturbance length defined i n  t h i s  way i s  d i r e c t l y  propor- 
% t i ona l  t o  N  , 
The dependence of t h i s  length on NJI suggests the use 
of xb /~+  as  a new length scale.  In f igure  1 2 .  the  r e s u l t s  
of veloci ty  measurements made with the sensor mounted a t  the  
top of the  tow tank and on the dr ive sha f t  a r e  shown a s  
% functions of X ~ / N  . Although the data i n  the f igure were 
obtained over ranges of more than an order of magnitude i n  
35 both N  and R e ,  they form a s ingle  u vs. %/N prof i le .  The 
so l id  synibols represent the  r e s u l t s  of measurements made 
with the sensor mounted on the  dr ive  sha f t ,  and l i e  within 
0 < %/NJi < 1.5, which corresponds t o  more than 85% of the 
veloci ty  change from 1 t o  8. A l l  o ther  sprlnbols represent 
the  r e s u l t s  of measurements made with the sensor mounted on 
J- 
the  tow tank. They l i e  i n  the range 0.5 < xb/s2 < 4.0, 
which corresponds t o  58% of the veloci ty  change from 0 t o  1, 
so tha t  a portion of the p r o f i l e  corresponding t o  approxi- 
mately 35% of the t o t a l  change i n  veloci ty  i s  produced by 
the overlap of the two kinds s f  data,  
In  f igure 13, the  f u l l  p r o f i l e  is  shown i n  a semi- 
% logarithmic plot .  Except for  small x b / ~  the  data describe 
a s t r a igh t  l ine ,  which on such a p lo t  indicates exponential 
behavior. Away from the body, the  ax ia l  veloci ty  perturba- 
t ions  produced by it become exponentially small. 
The r e s u l t s  of the  measurements made with the sensor 
tank-mounted a t  r ad ia l  posit ions other than r = 0, were 
f i r s t  prepared i n  a form similar  t o  t h a t  of f igure  10. For 
each value of N ,  a s e r i e s  of curves representing u vs. xb at 
each rad ia l  s t a t i o n  was prepared. An example of such a p lo t  
is shown i n  f igure  14. The in te rpre ta t ion  of the measured 
quanti ty as  the ax ia l  flow veloci ty  is  discussed i n  section 
3.2. A grea t  deal  of data of t h i s  kind were obtained over 
the  f u l l  range of experimental conditions, and a s e r i e s  of 
p lo t s  such as t h a t  i n  f igure  14 was obtained, By cross- 
p lo t t ing  these da ta  it was possible t o  produce p ro f i l e s  of 
the ax ia l  veloci ty  a t  various distances ahead of the  Rankine 
body a s  shown i n  f igure  15, Sets  of p ro f i l e s  were obtained 
for  values of N ranging from PL t o  47. These a r e  shown i n  
f igure  16. The bars on the curves i n  f igure 16 indicate the 
s c a t t e r  i n  the data used t o  define the  curves, 
The regions of the  flow f i e l d  i n  which ve loc i t i e s  have 
been measured are:  from % >> 1 ( f a r  upstream) t o  within 
% = 0.5 on r - 0: from % >> 1 t o  within x, = 3 fo r  
0 < r 0.5; and from xb >> 1 t o  xb < - 2 fo r  0.5 < r < 1.25. 
3.2 Discussion of Uncertainties 
This section presents a review of the  estimates ar-  
rived a t  i n  the  Appendix. There, the  uncer ta int ies  associ- 
ated with the directly-measured quant i t ies  a r e  used t o  pro- 
vide estimates of the uncer ta int ies  i n  the f i n a l  r e s u l t s  of 
the  experiments. 
Each value of the calibration parameter X(P4) 
, was calculated using a pair of measurements 
made at different flow velocities, under the assumption that 
all other conditions were constant. The uncertainty in 
X(P&), therefore, depends not only upon the accuracy of the 
individual measurements, but also upon the amount by which 
the presumably constant conditions could have differed for 
a given pair of measurements. By considering the extent to 
which these conditions* could have changed, and the effects 
of such changes on X(Pd), the average uncertainty in x(Pd) 
is estimated to be + 6%. The scatter in the calibration 
- 
curves, which is a measure of this same quantity, is of 
order + 5%. 
- 
Over most of the velocity range, when X(PQ) is used 
with the calibration curves to determine P&, the resulting 
average uncertainty in the Patter is + 7% At the highest 
- 
velocities, where X (Pd ) becomes an increasingly weak func- 
tion of Pd, this increases to the order of + 15% to * 20%. 
- - 
The uncertainty in the normalized velocity, u ,  de- 
pends almost entirely on that associated with the Pd 
determined from the calibration curves. It varies according 
to the relative magnitudes of u and P4, and the way in which 
u is calculated. Most of the data were obtained using the 
sensor mounted on the tow tank, These estimates indicate 
* The important conditions are the mercury temperature and 
the sensor coating conditions, 
t h a t  the values of u calculated from such data a re  accurate 
t o  within + - 8%, except for  the  smallest values (u S 0 ( 1 0 - ~ ) ) ,  
which are  known only t o  within + - 10% t o  + 40"/,, depending on 
- 
t h e i r  magnitude. The estimated uncertainty of the  normalized 
ve loc i t i e s  calculated from the  shaft-mounted sensor data var- 
i e s  from l e s s  than + 7% t o  + 15%, except f o r  a few values 
- - 
which are  marked with e r ro r  f lags  i n  the f igures  and a r e  d is -  
cussed i n  the Appendix. 
The sensor-to-body distances,  for  the data  taken with 
the sensor mounted on the tow tank, could be calculated t o  
within + 4% for  any given dr ive sha f t  speed. The r e l a t i v e  
- 
position of the  or ig in  for  d i f f e ren t  dr ive sha f t  speeds, 
however, could only be determined t o  within 9 0,2 body 
- 
diameters. The e f f e c t  of t h i s  is t o  increase the possi- 
b i l i t y  of s c a t t e r  i n  data obtained a t  equal values of N 
using d i f f e ren t  dr ive sha f t  speeds, 
When the  sensor was used a t  r ad ia l  posit ions other  
than t h a t  of the  flow center l ine,  the  s ignal  was assumed t o  
be re la ted  t o  only the ax ia l  component of velocity.  A s  
discussed i n  the Appendix, t h i s  assumption was based on the  
f a c t  tha t  these sensors a re  insensi t ive  t o  flow yaw angle 
i n  low Re mercury flows, and t h a t  i n  the experimental flow 
v << u. The assumption appears jus t i f i ed  i n  view of the  
experimental resu l t s .  They show t h a t  the  data were not 
dependent on whether the  sensor was perpendicular o r  par- 
a l l e l  t o  the r a d i a l  veloci tyo t h a t  the  measured flow could 
satisfy the continuity equation, and that v,  as inferred 
from the axial velocity data, satifies v << u. 
Finally, it should be mentioned here that during- the 
course of the experiments, operating procedures such as the 
sequence of sensor positions and controllable flow condi- 
tions were varied so as to assure against the possibility 
of systematic errors in the results. It addition, it 
should also be noted that the profile defined by the data in 
h figure 12 (u vs. %/N~)) is produced by the overlapping of 
results which were obtained for widely different experi- 
mental conditions, and therefore depend in different ways 
upon the uncertainties in any one measurement, The fact 
that the agreement between them is quite good indicates that 
systematic errors are not present. 
3.3 Flow Conditions in the Tow Tank 
The degree to which the experimental flow can be con- 
sidered a steady one will be considered first. In one sense 
the flow in the tow tank was never steady because the model 
was always approaching the free surface at the top of the 
tank, On the sther handp the results of several measurements 
lead to the conclusion that when the experimental flow was 
studied, it was in a steady state in the sense that it had 
become fully developed after its initiation.The results sf 
the runs made with the sensor mounted on the drive shaft are 
one indication that this was true. They show that the 
velocity ahead of the body reached a constant value which was 
maintained throughout most of each run (see ~ i g ,  7). In 
addition, experiments were performed, using a tank-mounted 
sensor, in which the starting distance (i,e., the distance 
between the model stagnation point and the sensor at the 
start of a run), was varied from 11 to 29 body diameters. 
The results of these experiments are shown in figure 17. 
For initial positions greater than 17, the data do not de- 
pend on starting position, whereas the starting position for 
a11 of the regular experiments was 29 body diameters. The 
measurements of magnetic field perturbations by Ahlstrom 
(Ref. 10) for 0.6 < N < 4, and the measurements of drag by 
Suzuki (Ref. 4) for 0 < N < 20, made in the same facility, 
tend to confirm the conclusion that the experimental flow 
was fully established. Ahlstrom found that his results were 
independent of starting position for initial distances 
greater than 15, and Suzuki found that the drag force was 
constant during most of each run. 
The constraint imposed by the wall boundary conditions 
cannot have had a significant effect on the velocity field 
in the tow tank, Potential flow past a Rankine body in an 
unbounded fluid corresponds to a maximum radial velocity 
a t r = r  
wall (= 2.75 body dia.) of only .008, The intro- 
duction of the magnetic force, which acts to suppress radial 
velocities, should reduce this further so that to a very 
good approximation at the values of N used here, an unbounded 
flow would satisfy these experimental boundary conditions. 
The other veloci ty  boundary condition which must be 
considered is t h a t  imposed by the f ree  surface a t  the  top 
of the  tow tank. Its influence must increase with increased 
N, since the length of the disturbance i n  f ron t  of the  body 
increases with N. During a l l  of the normal experiments 
which used a tank-mounted sensor, the sensor was located 
7% body diameters beneath the mercury surface. Additional 
experiments were performed i n  which a l l  conditions were 
duplicated, including the posit ion of the  sensor with re -  
spect t o  the tow tank, except t h a t  the distance between the 
sensor and the mercury surface was varied by changing the 
mercury level  i n  the tow tank. The r e s u l t s  of these mea- 
surements a re  shown i n  f igure 18 for  distances of 2 ,  4%, 
1 7% and 8K body diameters. For t h i s  range of surface posi- 
t ions  the r e s u l t s  a re  independent of surface posit ion for  
the whole range of N O  
The length of the upstream disturbance (as defined i n  
Sec. 3.1),  var ies  from about 5 body diameters a t  N - 4.5 t o  
3i 15 body diameters a t  N -- 45, increasing as  N . The data 
taken i n  the normal way (with the surface 7% body diameters 
above the sensor) ,  produced veloci ty  p ro f i l e s  which extend 
t o  within 4 t o  5 body diameters of the stagnation point ,  so 
t h a t  a l l  such data were obtained while the  body was approx- 
imately 1 2  diameters o r  more away from the mercury surface. 
Only for values of N grea ter  than about 25 was the dis turb-  
ance length greater than 1 2  diameters. Therefore, most of 
the "normal" data were obtained while the body was a t  a 
distance from the surface greater than t h i s  disturbance 
length, On the other hand, nearly a l l  of the data produced 
a t  the lowest surface levels were obtained while the up- 
stream disturbance, so defined, was near enough to  be inter-  
acting with the free surface. The resul ts  were the same for  
a l l  these cases. I f  the flow ahead of the body had been 
signif icant ly altered due t o  i ts  interaction with the 
mercury surface, the ef fec ts  should have become apparent 
when the normal resu l t s  for the f u l l  range of N were plotted 
together in the form u vs. %/N', as well as when the data 
for different  surface levels were plotted in figure 18. I n  
view of the actual resul ts  of these measurements, it must be 
concluded tha t  during the experiments the body did not come 
near enough to  the free surface for the Latter t o  seriously 
af fec t  the velocity f i e ld  a t  the sensor position, 
Finally, it should be pointed out tha t  due t o  the 
f luid displaced by the drive shaf t ,  the flow in  the tow tank 
is not s t r i c t l y  equivalent t o  freestream flow past a station- 
ary body. A s  a r e su l tp  the normalized velocity, u, referred 
to  the displacement flow ahead of the body (u = O ) ,  becomes 
negative downstream of the body (u = - .03), where the 
velocity re la t ive  t o  the tow tank is zero. 
IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
In this Part, the experimental results are used to 
provide a reasonably complete description of this MHD flow, 
In so doing, the approximations and equations of motion 
presented in Part I are assumed to apply. The measurements, 
the implications which can be drawn from them, and some re- 
sults available from previous investigation~ of such flows, 
are discussed in the process, The flow model presented is 
rather qualitative and is based on physical arguments more 
than mathematical analysis. As mentioned in Part 1,there 
are no theoretical solutions which apply in the limits 
appropriate to the experimental flow, 
The experiments show ithat, compared to the zero field 
potential flow, the MHD flow for N 2 O(1) has a large up- 
stream disturbance extending far ahead of the body, The 
35 length of the disturbance, which grows as N , is 10 to 20 
body diameters for the highest values of N used here.* On 
the other hand, the centerline velocity profiles show that 
only very much nearer the body is the fluid motion relative 
to the body actually reduced to the extent that it can be 
considered stagnated, Such flow did exist, however, just 
ahead of the bodyo as was dramatically demonstrated by the 
shaft-mounted sensor measurementse Although the sensor was 
sensitive to velocities as small as a few per cent of the 
* The corresponding length for flow at N = 0 is 0.85 body 
diameters. 
drive sha f t  veloci ty ,  it produced a steady, zero-velocity 
s ignal  when mounted 0.5" ahead of the body a t  N 2 17, and 
when mounted 1" ahead of the  body a t  N 2 35. The measure- 
ments do not provide su f f i c i en t  data t o  describe the depend- 
ence of the  length and shape of t h i s  stagnated portion of 
the  flow on N. However, they do show tha t  the  flow ahead of 
the  body consis ts  of a r e l a t i v e l y  short  region of stagnant 
f l u i d  preceded by a much longer region i n  which the f lu id  
veloci ty  rapidly approaches t h a t  of the  freestream flow. 
3 Only i f  the  former grows a s  N , w i l l  the cor re la t ion  of u 
and %/N4 i n  f igure  1 2  remain va l id  fo r  a l l  N. The stag- 
nated region, however, could be increasing i n  length a t  a 
f a s t e r  r a t e ,  such a s  d i r e c t l y  with N- In such a case, for 
increased N ,  the  t r ans i t ion  from zero t o  freestream veloc- 
i t y  would have t o  take place within a region no longer 
s imilar  t o  the one measured here, o r  within one i n  which the 
distance,  xb, i s  referred t o  the f ront  of the  stagnant 
region and not t o  the body. Such departures of the  flow 
pat tern from t h a t  measured i n  these experiments, could only 
occur for values of N much grea ter  than those obtained here. 
$hey would imply t h a t  the l imit ing flow for  N -p i s  ap- 
proached only very slowly - even as N i s  increased by orders 
of magnitude . 
The f u l l  ax ia l  veloci ty  r e s u l t s  show t h a t ,  with in-  
creased N, the  magnitude of the velocity defect  a t  a fixed 
point ahead of the body increases on and near the  flow 
center l ine.  I t  increases more slowly, o r  may even decrease, 
a t  l a rger  r ad ia l  positions. In  other words, a t  the  same time 
t h a t  the t o t a l  veloci ty  defect  increases,  it a lso  becomes 
more concentrated about the axis  of symmetry. I f  the  r ad ia l  
posit ion a t  which the defect  i s  one-half i t s  maximum i s  used 
as a  measure of the  width of each ve loc i ty  defect  p ro f i l e ,  
the width of the disturbance slowly decreases a t  a  fixed 
ax ia l  posit ion as  N i s  increased. For a  fixed N, it grows 
very slowly with increased distance from the body. 
An indication of the current  d i s t r ibu t ion  can be ob- 
tained using the f a c t  t h a t  the current  density a t  a  point  
i n  the flow is  jus t  proportional t o  the r ad ia l  veloci ty  a t  
tha t  point (see Part I ) .  The average rad ia l  ve loc i ty  be- 
tween % and + 1 a t  r was calculated by graphically 
integrating the continuity equation v = - - r l e . 3 .  
using the p ro f i l e s  of ax ia l  ve loc i ty  t o  provide - a U  The 
ax 
re su l t s ,  shown i n  f igure 19, provide an estimate of the 
magnitude and d is t r ibut ion  of v  and j. These quant i t ies  
increase from zero a t  r = 0 almost l inea r ly  with r ,  r e f l e c t -  
ing the weak r-dependence of = f o r  small r. A s  r + 0 ( l ) ,  
ax 
the current  density and r a d i a l  veloci ty  reach maximums and 
then decrease with fur ther  increases i n  r ,  Typical r a d i a l  
ve loc i t i e s  i n  the flow a re  an order of magnitude smaller 
than the charac ter i s t ic  veloci ty  defect  a t  the  same ax ia l  
position. 
These experimental r e s u l t s  provide the magnitude and 
d i s t r ibu t ion  of u, v,  and j i n  the  flow ahead of the body 
fo r  N > 10. The current  layer model mentioned i n  Part  I 
describes these same quant i t ies  i n  the same flow region 
under the assumption t h a t  N >> 1. In the model flow, there 
1 
e x i s t  well-defined current  layers ,  centered about r = 5 , 
which maintain the r a d i a l  pressure gradient  necessary t o  
separate the  outer  freestream flow from a slug of nearly 
stagnated f l u i d  ahead of the body. The merging of  the  
layers ,  which terminates the  stagnant region, takes place 
a distance x = O ( N )  ahead of the  body, In  the l i m i t  N + co , 
for  N / R ~  -+ 0, the  model flow becomes undisturbed freestream 
flow past  an i n f i n i t e l y  long slug of f lu id  bounded by inf in-  
i tes imal ly  th in  current  sheets. Therefore, while the mea- 
sured flow does not preclude the poss ib i l i ty  of such a 
l imiting form, it does not f i t  the  current  layer model. 
Instead of well-defined current  layers ,  there a re  broad re-  
gions of maximum current  density. The length of the upstream 
4 disturbance grows as  N . The small portion of it which con- 
t a i n s  stagnated flow grows with N a t  an undetermined r a t e ,  
but  i s  de f in i t e ly  not of O ( N )  i n  length, Although the en- 
t i r e  disturbance becomes more "slug-like" i n  t h a t  it becomes 
more concentrated about r = 0 as  N increaseso it i s  not a 
slug of very slowly moving f l u i d ,  The current  layer model 
describes a region containing a slug of stagnant f l u i d  bound- 
ed by current  layers,  but  provides no description of the  
intermediate region which must e x i s t  between the slug and the 
upstream f lu id .  In the measured flow it i s  found t h a t  the 
stagnant region, which could not be measured i n  d e t a i l ,  i s  
shor t ,  and t h a t  most of the disturbance consis ts  of a region 
of t r ans i t ion  from zero t o  freestream velocity,  
The experimental flow can be described fur ther  by re-  
fe r r ing  t o  the  generalized Bernoulli law for  inviscid,  MHD 
flows derived by Tamada ( ~ e f ,  '91 ,  
2 .  V H = q e  
l 2 The Bernoulli function H = 5 (u2 + v + p, i s  constant 
along streamlines on which i = 8, and must decrease along 
a l l  streamlines on which -j# 8.  This means t h a t  since 
v - j ,  closed streamlines a re  not possible i n  steady flow, 
and a lso  t h a t  the  maximum pressure in  the flow i n  normal 
I 
stagnation pressure (Po = - 2 i n  t h i s  nota t ion) ,  a t  t h e  stag- 
nation point ,  In  both the non-magnetic and MEID flows, the 
s t a t i c  pressure along r = 0 r i s e s  from i t s  freestream value 
(zero) t o  t h i s  stagnation pressure a t  the body. In  both 
eases the ax ia l  pressure gradient  i s  balanced only by the 
ax ia l  f lu id  deceleration. The difference between the two 
flows appears i n  the r ad ia l  equation of motion, Radial 
pressure gradients i n  the ordinary flow can only be support- 
ed by the i n e r t i a  %emsr  but  i n  the  MHD flow Tor N >> 1 
these may be neglected, so t h a t  the equation becomes 
- ~v.The ability of the radial flow to support a radial 
ar 
pressure gradient is enhanced, while the net radial flux of 
fluid remains unchanged (for a given freestream velocity) , 
and the maximum possible radial pressure drop from r = 0 to 
r >> 1 is constant. Qualitatively, then,the magnetic force 
which acts on the fluid when it crosses field lines, tends 
to decrease the radial flow near the body and increase it 
away from the body. Thus, it straightens the streamlines 
and increases the axial distance over which the pressure 
1 
rises from p = 0 upstream to p a at the body. 
Along the axis of the flow v = j = 0, and theBernoulli 
so that the local pressure is function is constant, H = - 2 " 
1 directly related to the known axial velocity, p(x, 0 )  = - 2 
i 
- @(X, 0 )  
2 . Therefore, the pressure change along r = 0 
% occurs over an axial distance proportional to N . An 
example of this pressure profile for N = 29 is shown in 
figure 20, along with the corresponding profile.for potential 
flow. 
The pressure difference which exists between r = 0 and 
the flow at large r is maintained by the net magnetic force, 
,- 
L 
- N 4 v (x, r) ar. at x. Lacking an analytical expression 
for the distribution of radial velocity, the area under the 
* The results of the experiments are presented in terms of 
the normalized velocity defect in the fzeestream flow, so 
that the velocity ref erred to above is U = 1 - u 
and is the normalized fluid velocity relative tod6~%dy. 
veloci ty  p ro f i l e s  of f igure  19 can be used t o  provide an 
estimate of the magnitude of t h i s  force. For example, a t  
N = 29, the values estimated i n  t h i s  way a r e  -36 a t  % = 5, 
.26 a t  % = 6 ,  and .I45 a t  % = 8. The corresponding changes 
i n  pressure from f igure  20, assuming p = 0 i n  the outer flow, 
a re  approximately -24, -18 and .13.* These admittedly crude 
estimates a r e  c i t ed  only t o  demonstrate t h a t  the r a d i a l  
ve loc i t i e s  which correspond t o  the  measured ax ia l  veloci ty  
prof i les  a re  of the  correct  order, and su f f i c i en t ,  t o  sup- 
port  the  r ad ia l  pressure gradients which must e x i s t  i n  the 
flow. 
I t  may be noted here t h a t  had the r ad ia l  ve loc i t i e s  
been confined t o  r e l a t i v e l y  th in  layers ,  t h e i r  maximum 
values (which were,017@ ,012 and .006 a t  the  posit ions re-  
fkrred t o  above fo r  N = 291, would have had t o  have been 
considerably higher a t  the same ax ia l  posit ions and same N. 
And, f i n a l l y ,  t h a t  i f  Payers of some kind a re  assumed t o  
e x i s t  very near the  body where there  is a region s f  stag- 
nated f l u i d ,  they must be able t o  support a r a d i a l  pressure 
change of order 0.5, Given an estimate of the thickness of 
the layers i n  t h i s  regionp an approximate mean veloci ty  
* These values should be s l i g h t l y  low because i n  the  outer 
flow p 4 -.03 downstream of the body due t o  the blockage 
e f f e c t  of the  body i n  the t o w  tank. 
through them would then be known. * However, despite the 
fact that near the body the distribution of radial velocity 
must become reasonably concentrated around r = - the flow 2 
in this region (where the stagnated flow, the curved body 
face, and the outer flow come together) is certainly too 
complex to be described in terms of a simple current layer. 
The effects of the Joule dissipation on the pressure 
and velocity in the flow can be considered by referring 
again to the Bernoulli Paw (Eq. 4.1)- The stagnation pres- 
sure a Po = p +(U2 ) is decreased on all streamlines 
which have passed through regions of non-zero current den- 
sity, The decrease at any point in the flow is equal to the 
total Joule dissipation which has occurred upstream of the 
point along the streamline passing through it, 
Since the stagnation pressure can only decrease, and the 
amount of Joule dissipation which occurs along different 
streamlines varies, radial as well as axial stagnation 
pressure gradients occur in the flow, At axial positions 
1 ahead of the body the stagnation pressure falls from P on 
r = 0 to lower values at r > 0,in the region where stream- 
* For example, a mean radial velocity sf - -09 would be 
required for N = 29 through layers of thickness ~r-1/N4 
- .18 - the thickness at x -- O(1) which results from the 
order of magnitude arguments used in the current layer 
model. 
lines pass which have undergone dissipation, and then rises 
1 
again to - at large r where there are streamlines on which 2 
the radial velocity has been continuously zero. As shown by 
Tamada (Ref. 7), far downstream of the body, where the flow 
again becomes uniform in the sense that v = 0, there can be 
no radial static pressure gradient and the axial velocity 
must be directly related to the stagnation pressure, Due to 
the loss in stagnation pressure suffered by the flow along 
streamlines which have experienced Joule dissipation, the 
axial velocities near the body are lower than those in the 
flow far from the body. This vortical wake does not diffuse 
or dissipate in inviscid flow. Looked at in terms of 
vorticity and the equation for the change in vorticity along 
dsg - - N - a streamline, - - ds 
aV this means that the vorticity Bx ' 
in the direction created by the positive aV in the flow 
ax 
ahead of the body, is greater than the vorticity suppressed 
av 
near the body where - becomes negative, For Re large, but 
ax 
not infinite, this wake will ultimately diffuse to produce 
uniform flow far downstream. 
Because of the stagnation pressure variations in the 
flow, the velocity measurements cannot be used directly to 
determine static pressures. This is particularly true over 
I the front of the body near r =  where the stagnation pres- 
sure must be close to its minimum value, Measurements of 
static and stagnation pressures over the surface of a sphere 
in aligned-fields MHD flow, for 1.5 < N < 40, have been made 
by Maxworthy (Ref. 9). These show that the stagnation pres- 
sure in the flow past the sphere, at the position corre- 
1 
sponding to r = T on the halfbody used here, is from 40% to 
% 90% less than its freestream value and decreases as N , At 
the same position, static pressures are found to be of O(1) 
and negative, so that the corresponding velocities must be 
greater than freestream by as much as 50%. The resultant 
net pressure force on the front of the sphere rises only to 
about CD = 0.5 at N -- 12, and then falls toward zero as N is 
increased further, due to the effect of the increasingly 
large contribution of the negative pressure. In addition, 
large negative pressures near the body can only exist if 
maintained by a magnetic force, so that the flow past the 
body must contain negative radial velocities. These re- 
sults are cited to demonstrate the possible effects of the 
stagnation pressure losses due to Joule dissipation in such 
flows, and to introduce a discussion of whether such an 
effect could occur in the flow under consideration here. 
Suzuki (Ref, 4) has measured the drag sf a Rankine 
halfbody in these flows, His measurements show that, as N 
is increased from N << 1, the drag increases linearly with 
N to a value of CD -- 0.5 at N = 6. For N > 6, CD increases 
more slowly with increased N I  and appears $0 be approaching 
- 0.8 asymptoticaPly for N > 20. Although at low N there 
are certainly regions of negative pressure on the front of 
the body (as there are for N = O), these measurements 
indicate that they are probably not increasing in strength 
with increased N. The highest drag possible for a halfbody 
in these flows is CD = 1.0, for which the entire frontal 
area must be at freestream stagnation pressure. The veloc- 
ity measurements indicate that it is unlikely that this con- 
dition exists in the flow even at N > 20, so CD -- 0.8 can 
occur only if there is very little negative pressure on the 
body. Another indication of the pressure near the body 
comes from some velocity measurements made in the flow down- 
stream of the body, Due to physical limitations imposed by 
the experimental apparatus, these could only be made for 
0.625 g r s 1-25 and for only 2 to 3 body diameters past the 
stagnation point.* Nevertheless, the results are sufficient 
to indicate that axial velocities in this region were not 
greater than freestream, but were, in fact, smaller, Typical 
results of such measurements are included in figures 14 and 
20. On the basis of these drag and velocity measurements, it 
must be concluded that the static pressure on the body near 
r = -  is not large and negative, but is probably close to 
2 
zero, The stagnation pressure in this region would then be 
* The measurements in the downstream flow are notl therefore, 
complete enough to allow calculation of the drag using the 
downstream wake profile and a momentum balance,Such a cal- 
culation would have been difficult in any case, since the 
flow in this region may vary more or less continuously 
from the body to the tow tank walls. The velocity near 
the walls, for example, must be 5 > 1.03 due to the 
blockage effect of the body in the tank and the presence 
of the wake near the body. 
u 
2 1 
of order Po = - + p < - , where u < 1 and p is  approxi- 2 2 
mately zero or  a t  most s l i g h t l y  negative. I t  should be 
noted here t h a t  because the upstream flow i s  being forced 
away from the ax i s  i n  order t o  pass the  body, the  flow out- 
s ide  the disturbance must be accelerating. Since the cur- 
1 
rent  regions a re  broad and extend well beyond r = - 2 , 
especial ly  a t  large xb, flow a t  f a i r l y  large r a d i a l  d i s -  
tances is turned and accelerated, A s  a r e s u l t ,  the  regions 
of accelerated flow and stagnation pressure loss  pas t  the 
body are  widespread. There i s  no large r ad ia l  gradient  i n  
ax ia l  veloci ty  o r ,  except possibly very close t o  the body, 
i n  stagnation pressure. 
V . CONCLUSION 
Velocit ies i n  aligned-fields MHD flow ahead of a semi- 
i n f i n i t e  Rankine body have been measured over a wide range 
of N. Centerline flow ve loc i t i e s  have been measured t o  with- 
i n  one-half body diameter of the  stagnation point ,  and veloc- 
i t y  p ro f i l e s  across the flow t o  within about f ive  body diam- 
e t e r s .  I t  was found t h a t  with increased N ,  the upstream 
disturbance tends t o  become more confined rad ia l ly  within 
the region d i r e c t l y  ahead of the  body, and t h a t  i t s  length 
% increases as  N . The flow was found t o  contain a region of 
stagnant f l u i d  ahead of the  body, and a much longer region 
over which the t r ans i t ion  i s  made from freestream conditions 
t o  conditions near the body. The r a t e  a t  which the length 
of the stagnant region increases with N was not determined. 
However, the region was found t o  be much shorter  i n  length 
than i s  predicted by a th in  current  Payer model, The r a d i a l  
gradients of veloci ty  components, pressures, and current  
density were found t o  be considerably smaller than suggested 
by such a model, The r e s u l t s  a re  consistent  with a drag 
coeff ic ient  which increases as  N is  increased and approaches 
O(1), In the corresponding flow pas t  the  body, the r a d i a l  
veloci ty  and current  density go t o  zero, and there  a re  small 
r ad ia l  gradients i n  the ax ia l  veloci ty  and the stagnation 
pressure. 
Although a reasonably complete description of the  flow 
has been obtained using the measurements and the inviscid 
equations of motion for  N >7 1 and Rm << 1, a d i f f e ren t  
flow may evolve as N + so, The l imit ing flow which develops, 
as N is  g rea t ly  increased over the  values used here,  w i l l  
depend on how the length of the  stagnant region increases i n  
r e l a t ion  t o  the t r ans i t ion  region ahead of it, The in te r -  
action parameter may have t o  be much larger  than i n  these 
experiments before such a l i m i t  is  approached. 
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APPENDIX 
The average uncertainties in the directly measured 
quantities which apply to all of the data in general were: 
magnetic field. Bo.................+ - 1% 
drive shaft velocity, U............+ - 3% 
mercury temperature, Tfluidw .. .... + - . 1°c 
Magnetic field changes produced temperature changes of up 
to 2o0c due to the heating of the magnet. These would have 
introduced uncertainties of 1% to 2% in the values of param- 
eters such as N or PQ if the mercury physical properties had 
been considered constant, Because it was possible to cal- 
culate all such parameters using mercury physical properties 
evaluated at the appropriate temperatures, this effect was 
not present. 
Estimates for x (P4) 
The use of the parameter. X (Pk) a (& - 
requires that the two measurements necessary to determine 
each data point be made at the same value of AT, and for 
the same sensor coating conditions, The uncertainty in 
x ( P ~ )  which could arise due to temperature or coating changes 
during the course of a run can be estimated from the measure- 
ments of fluid temperature and zero velocity sensor output 
made before and after each run. 
There was no measurable temperature change during the 
course of any run, and usually none during each s e t  of runs 
a t  a f ixed magnetic f i e ld .  Therefore, since AT -- 50°c, each 
pa i r  of measurements was made a t  constant AT t o  within - + -2%. 
I f  AT had changed, would have been calculated using 
as  opposed t o  the  correct  value 
which would have been x ( P & )  ) By compar- 
ing these two expressions, ~ a l c o l m  (Ref. 13) has shown tha t  
the e r ro r  introduced i n t o  x ( P & )  by the uncertainty i n  AT can 
be up t o  nearly an order of magnitude grea ter  than t h a t  of 
the  l a t t e r ,  depending upon the value of P&, For these ex- 
periments t h i s  would correspond t o  a maximum uncertainty i n  
X ( P & )  of + - 2%, as  a r e s u l t  of the uncertainty i n  the temper- 
a ture  measurements, 
The sensor output a t  zero veloci ty  was sens i t ive  t o  
var ia t ions  i n  both f lu id  temperature and coating propert ies.  
Measurements made before and a f t e r  each run showed t h a t  it 
changed by l e s s  than + - 1% for  runs made a t  high ve loc i t i e s  
(P& > . 5 ) ,  and by + - -1% or  l e s s  for  runs made a t  low veloc- 
i t i e s  (Pd < . 5 ) .  Equation (2.4), when wr i t ten  a s  an expres- 
s ion for  the  measured quanti ty q ( O ) ,  
shows tha t  q (0) may vary due t o  changes i n  AT, I 
Nu (0)  and 
the  velocity-independent coating terms, Since AT was known 
t o  be constant t o  within + - .2%, and s ince it i s  known tha t  
for  cylinders i n  f r e e  convection with constant f l u i d  prop- 
% e r t i e s  NU (0) = ( A T )  , changes i n  q (0) were due primarily t o  
the coating terms, The above equation can be re-written: 
where C represents the  coating terms. The use of X ( P Q )  = 
1 
nkfLAT (-1 - 1 l - q (0)  PI)' = ( N u ( o )  N U ( P & )  ) assumes t h a t  the 
value of C is the same for  the measurements a t  PC% = 0 and 
PB # 0, Although large coating changes occurred when the 
sensor was passed through the mercury f r e e  surface, the  
output from a s ta t ionary sensor a f t e r  immersion indicated 
t h a t  coating propert ies were then constant except, on 
occasionp for  a very slow d r i f t  (see Sec. 2 .4 ) .  Comparison 
of q ( 0 )  values obtained before and a f t e r  each run provides 
an estimate of the e f fec t s  of whatever coating changes 
might have occurred during the course of a runo For high 
velocity runs the var ia t ion i n  q ( 0 )  was l e s s  than 2% , 
TTkfEAT 
(q ( 0 )  -(Fensoq output , a a 2% change i n  (0 )  corresponds t o  
a 4% t o  6% change in  x ( P ~ ) ,  s ince X ( P & )  i s  30% t o  50% of 
nkfLAT rrkfLA T 
4 ( 0 )  A t  low ve loc i t i e s  both the changes i n  q (0) and 
the values of x (Pd) were smaller by an order of magnitude 
so t h a t  the percentage var ia t ion i n  X(P&)  i s  again 6% or  
less .  
Estimated i n  t h i s  wayp the average uncertainty i n  
x(P&) due to temperature and coating effects is something 
less than + - 6%. However, the most meaningful indication 
of the average uncertainty in the parameter X(PQ) is that 
provided by the scatter in the calibration curve. This is 
of the order of + - 5%. 
Estimates for P6 and u 
In the low velocity range where x(P&) < 0.7, an un- 
certainty of + - 5% in the value of x(P&) calculated from the 
measurements, corresponds to an uncertainty of + - 7% in the 
value of P& found using the calibration curve. At higher 
velocities where x(P&) becomes a progressively weaker func- 
tion of P4, the same uncertainty in X(P6) corresponds to 
variations in P& which increase to the order of + 15 to 
- 
+ 20% as X(P&) + 1.4. 
- 
Values of the P& from the calibration curves were used 
to calculate the normalized velocities. Although the latter 
were determined using two different expressions, according 
to the way in which the data were obtained (see Sec. 2.4), 
both expressions involved only the values of P& correspond- 
ing to the measured flow velocity, the drive shaft velocityo 
and the velocity of the displacement flow. The velocity 
profile of the displacement flow could have become peaked 
near the axis sf the tow tank if the mercury had been per- 
mitted to rise through the fringing magnetic field near the 
top of the tank. For this reason these experiments were 
performed with the mercury level 7 to%" below the top of 
the tow tank, When the sensor was mounted on the tow tank, 
its output, before the arrival of the velocity disturbance 
ahead of the approaching body, provided a measure of the 
displacement flow velocity in the presence of the magnetic 
field. The displacement velocity measured in this way 
agreed with that calculated using the drive shaft velocity 
to within + - 10%. Therefore, to within the accuracy of these 
measurements, it can be concluded that the magnetic field had 
no significant effect on the displacement velocity profile. 
When the sensor was mounted on the tow tank, the mea- 
sured values of P& were in the range 0.03 C Pd < 0.4, The 
average uncertainty in the normalized velocity, u, as cal- 
culated from equation (2.6), is, therefore, - + 8% due to the 
estimated uncertainties in Pdmeas and Pddrive assum- 
e 
ing "meas. >> "displ. flow The uncertainty in u in- 
creases as u + 0, where Pemeas 
a 'displ. flowa At u -- 0.03, 
where Pemeas 
. " 
P6disple flow' it becomes + - 20% and at 
u N 01 it reaches + - 40%- 
When the sensor was mounted on the drive shaft, the 
measured values of PB were in the range 0 < Pdmeas < 2,0, 
Equation (2.7) was used to calculate the normalized velocity 
from these data, so that Pkmeas = 0 corresponds to u = 1 
e 
- 
and "meas. "drive shaft - Pedispla flow to u = 0. When- 
ever u was greater than or equal to the value of Pemeas from 
. 
which it was determined, the uncertainty in u due to that 
in 'meas. was no greater than the latter. On the other 
hand, values of Pemeas for which u < PBmeas resulted in 
. . 
values of u which had, as a result of the normalization, a 
percentage uncertainty increased over that of P$eas FOP 
<< "meas. and high Pemeas (having the most uncertainty)# 
the possible error in u becomes unacceptably great - even 
much larger than u itself, In the experiments this situa- 
tion corresponded to measurements made at high velocities 
and only moderate magnetic fields, with the sensor drive 
shaft mounted far enough ahead of the body to be measuring, 
essentially, the high "freestream" velocity of the flow. It 
was possible, however, to make measurements for conditions 
which were equivalent in terms of u vs. xb/~' without having 
" " 'meas. 
This was done, using the sensor mounted in 
much the same way, by operating at much lower drive shaft 
velocities and magnetic fields. The data obtained in this 
way for low u were good to at least + 15%, except for a few 
- 
points which are marked with error flags and for which the 
estimate is - + 20% to - + 40"/,, 
Estimates for xh 
For runs with the sensor mounted on the drive shaft 
it was possible to measure % P the sensor-to-body distance 
to within + - -015, and the range of % was from 0.5 to 4.0 
(all in body diameters,, i.e., inches), Runs with the sensor 
mounted on the tank produced data over a continuous range, 
2 c % < 30. This distance could be calculated to within 
+ - 4%, but its origin was known only to within - + 0.2 body 
diameters. The resulting estimated average uncertainty in 
xb/N4 is, therefore, f 5% for the smallest xb in the first 
case. and - + 12% for the smallest xb in the second. 
Systematic Errors 
It should be noted that although the preceding esti- 
mates can be made regarding the accuracy of the various 
measurements and calculations, not all of the data points in 
any region of figure 1 2  depend on individual measurements or 
calculations in the same way, The curve in figure 12 is 
defined by the overlapping of data obtained for both high 
and low values of flow velocity past the sensore and for 
both small xb and N, and large x, and N. In addition, 
equivalent values of N were produced using different com- 
binations of magnetic field and drive shaft velocity, and 
there is overlap in the data produced using the two different 
sensor mountings. While the fact that the results shown in 
figure 12 were obtained under these varied operating condi- 
tions has probably contributed to the overall scatter, it 
also insures that the data were not subject to systematic 
J5 errors and that the correlation with N is valid. 
Estimates for  Sensor Positioned Off Centerline 
The sensor, when not on the axis  of the flow in  the 
tow tank, was subject  t o  both an ax ia l  component of veloc- 
i t y ,  u, and a r a d i a l  component, v. I t  was decided t o  use a 
s ingle  sensor and t o  in t e rp re t  the measured hea t  t ransfer  
from it as an indication of the ax ia l  component of the  flow 
veloci ty  for  several  reasons. Hot-film sensors have been 
found t o  be insens i t ive  t o  even moderate, (30° t o  40°), 
var ia t ions  of the flow yaw angle i n  these low Re mercury 
flows (see Ref, 1 5 ) .  This i s  due t o  t h e i r  r e l a t ive ly  low 
aspect r a t i o  and the thickness and spher ic i ty  of the thermal 
boundary layer ,  Since the magnetic force tends t o  suppress 
r a d i a l  ve loc i t i e s ,  it seemed l i k e l y  tha t  throughout a t  l e a s t  
the  major pa r t  of the flow, the d i rec t ion  of the  veloci ty  
vector would be inclined only s l i g h t l y  with respect  to  the 
flow center l ine;  i n  other  words, t h a t  v << u. A s  a r e s u l t ,  
the  use of two crossed sensors t o  provide measurements of 
both u and v a t  a point ,  o f fe r s  l i t t l e  prospect of success 
i n  t h i s  kind of flow. The use s f  crossed sensors would only 
fur ther  increase the spher ic i ty  of the  thermal boundary 
layer about each sensor, and fur ther  reduce the direct ional  
s e n s i t i v i t y  of each, In addit ion,  the operational d i f f i c u l -  
t i e s  encountered with the use of one hot-film sensor i n  
mercury could eas i ly  become so serious with two sensors tha t  
they alone might make accurate measurements v i r t u a l l y  impos- 
s i b l e .  It  was, therefore,  decided t h a t  measurements of f  
the flow centerline would be made using a single tank-mount- 
ed sensor. 
Measurements were made with the sensor axis both par- 
allel and perpendicular to the radius of the tow tank. Com- 
parison of such measurements provides anestimate of the heat 
transfer due to the radial velocity, since in one orientation 
the contribution of the radial velocity is a minimum and in 
the other it is a maximum. Although the result was usually 
slightly greater when the sensor was perpendicular to the 
tank radius, the difference between the results produced in 
these two ways was never more than the overall scatter in the 
data. For this reason, and because the flow field indicated 
by the measurements does not contradict the assumption that 
v << u, the use of the single sensor appears justified. 
All of the uncertainties associated with the measure- 
ments made with the sensor tank-mounted on the flow center- 
line apply to the measurements made off of the centerline. 
When combined and cross-plotted to form velocity profiles at 
fixed axial positionso these data were subjected to addi- 
tional scatter due to the fact that not all the runs used in 
each set of profiles were made at the same value sf N, The 
profiles are made up sf data from runs which have values of 
N within 9 - 6% of that indicated for the profile, In some 
cases the scatter in the profiles is as large as - + 25% for 
the smallest values of %: i.e.. nearest the body. This can 
be accounted for by the combined effects of the uncertainty 
i n  each of the many measurements involved and the amount of 
data reduction and p lo t t ing  required t o  obtain such prof i les .  
Scat ter  i s  especial ly  l i k e l y  near the  body where small var i -  
a t ions  i n  x, correspond t o  f a i r l y  large var ia t ions  i n  u. 
a U  < u, the  uncertainty i n  the measurements of Because -
ax 
au 
u i s  magnified when - i s  used t o  calculate  v. For the low- 
ax 
e s t  N shown i n  f igure  19, the uncertainty i n  v i s  a fac tor  
of three grea ter  than t h a t  i n  u. For N = 29 t h i s  increases 
t o  a factor  of four t o  s ix ,  depending upon xb. For higher 
values of N it would have been higher s t i l l ,  so tha t  an un- 
cer ta in ty  i n  u of + - 10% could have produced - + 100% o r  more 
uncertainty i n  v I  i f  such data had been used. 
The data  used t o  form the  ax ia l  veloci ty  p ro f i l e s  were 
obtained during a s e r i e s  of experiments performed a t  d i f -  
ferent  t i m e s .  The operating procedure for  the  experiments 
was varied i n  order t o  eliminate the poss ib i l i ty  of system- 
a t i c  errors .  During some operations enough data were taken 
across the  flow a t  a fixed N t o  define the  veloci ty  prof i les  
fo r  t h a t  N. During other  operations data  were taken a t  
several  posit ions fo r  the  whole range of N. Data were ob- 
tained using the  two sensor r ad ia l  or ientat ions  already 
described, and the sequence of r ad ia l  locations a t  which mea- 
surements were made followed no fixed pattern.  
Final ly ,  the  resu l t ing  data  were checked against  the  
continuity equation i n  the following way, The data were 
plot ted i n  terms of Pemeas (not the  normalized va lues) ,  t o  
. 
produce profi les  of Pemeas vs. r a t  xb. When expressed in 
. 
t h i s  form, the velocity i s  simply tha t  re la t ive  t o  the tow 
tank, and the volume flow indicated by the profi les  could be 
compared t o  tha t  of the known displacement flow a t  the top 
of the tank. The volume flow under a prof i le  was calculated 
by approximating it as a stack of f ive or s ix  frustrums of 
cones and summing the volumes of each (in "units" of 
2 P& - d ) .  To do t h i s  it was necessary t o  extend the indi- 
cated prof i le  shape t o  P& = 0 a t  the base, The resu l t s  of 
these calculations for  various values of N ranged from 70% 
t o  80% of the volume flow in  the displacement velocity a t  
the top s f  the tank, The prof i l e s  would have t o  be only 
s l igh t ly  broader a t  the base t o  account for t h i s  difference. 
Figure 1, Currents  and magnetic fo rces  i n  a x i s m e t r i c  
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Figure 2, Schematic diagram of the mercury 
t o w  tank, 
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Figure 3. The hot-film sensor, 
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Figure 4. Sensor mounting pos i t i ons  i n  t h e  tow tank: 
(a) tank-mounted, (b) shaft-mounted, 
Figure 5. Displacement velocity profiles for N = 0. 
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Figure 6, Oscillograms for tank-mounted sensor data. 
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Figure 7. Oscillograms of shaft-mounted sensor data. 

Figure 9. Sensor calibration curve. 
Figure 10. Normalized ve loc i t y  on t h e  flow cen t e r l i ne  vs. d i s t ance  from 
body f o r  a  range of i n t e r a c t i o n  parameters, 
Figure 11. Disturbance length vs. interaction 
parameter 
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Figure 12- Normalized velocity on the flow 
centerline vs. %/Pe 
Figure 13, Nomalized velocity on the flow 
centerline vs. %/p. 
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Figure 14, Examples of normalized velocity vs, 
distance from body measured at 
various radial positions in the flow, 
Figure 15. Normalized axial velocity profiles 
for N = 16.4. 
Figure 16. Normalized axial velocity profiles 
for N = 11.2. 16.4# 2 9 #  and 47, 

Figure 18. Normalized c e n t e r l i n e  ve loc i t y  measurements 
f o r  a range o f  mercury sur face  pos i t ions .  
Figure 19. Normalized radial velocity 
profiles for N = 11.28 16.4# 
and 29. 

